
Cvičenia (ťažké úkoly z 1. testu) : 

 

1) Match the words and write down your solution 

 

1. to creep in A. to argue for a claim 

2. to fiddle with B. to get without anybody noticing 

3. to pelt C. to make stricter, to improve 

4. to plead D. to make small changes, to try to repair 

5. to rebuff E. to refuse to accept 

6. to scorn F. to show disrespect 

7. to tighten up G. to throw a number of things ..? 

 

Odpoveď : (nezaručujem správnosť) 

1-B, 2-D, 3-G, 4-A, 5-E, 6-F, 7-C 

 

2) Complete the sentences with correct form of the word. 

 

a. Experts suggested using multiple CRITERIA (criterion) in the economic 

ANALYSES (analyse) of the project. 

b. Content owners focus on the quality and RELEVANCE (relevant) of the 

information. 

c. To MAXIMIZE  (maximum) the benefit of marketing research, we need to 

understand research process and its limitations. 

d. Software is becoming so  VALUELESS (value) because it is ease to copy and 

update. 

e. Several factor can affect the  ACCURACY (accurate). 

f. Regulatory COMPLIANCE (comply) has brought the question of whether or 

not organizations employ encryption to a new level of awareness. 

 

3) Define 

 

a. Phone site  

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. Dead tree encyclopedia 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4) Complete sentences with suitable word. 

 

a. Like all IT systems, a WCMS brings its own weakness, also called V________ 

b. Resistance against illegal attempts is called T___________   (rezistance) 

c. Things can be release or A________________ (ulevit) your pain.  / myslím že  

ALLEVIATE  by mohlo byť správne/ 

d. C_______________ objects share the same center, axis or origin with one iside 

the other. 

e. Two lines, vectors, planes, are said to be P_____________________ (malo by 

byť  PERPENDICULAR) if they meet at a right angle. 

 

5) Spájanie slov do slovných spojení 

 

1. online A. source 

2. brand B. keeping 

3. record C. communications 

4. cash D. consistency 

5. single E. flow 

 

Odpoveď : (čo teda dal priateľ google a oxfordský slovník,) 

1-C, 2-D, 3-B, 4-E, 5-A 

 

 

6) Vytvorenie antoným – bolo vo vete (veta ale nebola podstatná, šlo len o 

doplnenie) 

 

Dané slovo v teste :  Antonymum : 

expensive  cheap 

Assemble Disassemble, break up 

 

7) Zkompletizovanie viet : 

 

a. Don´t let me forget to phone my sister. 

Remind me to phone my sister. 

b. At first I didn´t apply for the job but Sarah persuaded me. 

Sarah persuaded me to apply for the job. 

c. My lawyer said I shouldn´t say anything to the police . 

My lawyer advised  me not to say anything to the police. 

d. I was told that I shouldn´t believe everything he says. 

I was warned not to believe everything that he says. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

8) Synonymá  

 

Dané spojenie :  Synonymum : 

to happen, to take place OCCUR 

the point where two lines meet to form and 

angle 

PERPENDICULAR 

to finish st. successfully or to achieve st. TO COMPLETE / ACCOMPLISH 

to make certain to happen ENSURE 

to keep up FOLLOW 

to specify DEFINE / ENUMERATE 

to convert TO TRANSFORM 

 

  

9) Doplnenie pluralu 

 

Singular :  Plural: 

1. phenomenom phenomena 

2. radius radii 

3. criterion criteria 

4. focus foci 

5. matrix matrices 

 

 

 

10) Antonymá  

 

Dané slovo :  Antonymum : 

to precede follow 

desired undesirable 

properly improperly 

satisfaction dissatisfaction 

real unreal 

previous next 

unfortunate fortunate 

unproven proven 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

11)  Match the words and write down your solution 

 

1. convergence A. vital to the resolution of a crisis 

2. iterative B . the approach of an infinitive series to a finite limit 

3. capture C. influencing strongly 

4. demanding D. furtest or highest in degree or order 

5. crucial E. requiring great patience, effort and skill 

6. impact F. repetitive, unvaried 

7. ultimate G. succeed in representing or expressing st. intangible 

 

Odpoveď : (nezaručujem správnosť) 

1-G, 2-C, 3-D, 4-E, 5-A, 6-B, 7-F 

 

12)  Fill in the gaps using the correct form of these words : tier, batch, to surpass, 

viability, increment, to prophesy, paradigm, to owe 

 

a. Thechnological progress SURPASSES what users can use. 

b. There is competition in the relevant INCREMENT of the market. 

c. A PC OWES as much to the microprocessor as the automobile to the internal 

combustion engine. 

d. We are concerned about the TIER of your bussiness plan. 

e. The most powerful processors handle data inm 32- or 64- bit VIABILITY. 

f. This company used to be the PARADIGM of economic success. 

g. Microprocessors have for the past few decades been undergoing the 

exponential rise in performance  PROPHESIED by Moore´s law. 

 


